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Department of Physics, University of Calcutta: A Brief Profile 

 

History 

The Department of Physics, University of Calcutta (CU) 

started in 1916, helped by a generous grant by Taraknath Palit 

and Rasbehary Ghose, who together donated more than          

Rs. 3.5 million for setting up several departments, including 

Physics, at the then newly established University College of 

Science. The first teachers, recruited in 1914, were                 

C.V. Raman and Debendramohan Bose. Raman was in the 

Indian Financial Service and joined only in 1917. D.M. Bose 

was stuck in Germany due to World War I, and could come 

back only in 1919. To start the classes in 1916, the then VC 

Sir Asutosh Mookerjee secured the services of a few young 

research scholars, including Meghnad Saha,            

Satyendranath Bose and Sisirkumar Mitra, who went on to 

become regular teachers in the department with stellar careers 

of their own.  

Three of our earliest teachers: C.V. Raman (left), S.N. Bose 

(center), and M.N. Saha (right) 

There were other people, not so prominent, with significant 

contributions to the development of Physics in India. 

Bidhubhushan Ray built the first X-ray laboratory in Asia 

while the spectroscopy laboratory built by Phanindranath 

Ghosh was considered to be one of the finest outside Europe 

and America. Sisirkumar Mitra was the first to start 

ionospheric research and build a wireless laboratory in India. 

Meghnad Saha established the Institute of Nuclear Physics 

within the department which later became an independent 

Institute that now bears his name. The Applied Physics and 

the Biophysics Departments, and the Institute of Radiophysics 

and Electronics, also had their inception in the Department of 

Physics but later became independent entities.  

Among the later teachers were B.D. Nag Chaudhuri,             

R.K. Poddar, C.K. Majumdar, P.K. Kabir, M. Saha and             

A. Raychaudhuri. Many of the students of the department have 

made significant contributions and have won various prizes 

including the S.S. Bhatnagar award. We are proud that 

Chameli Datta, the first woman in India to obtain an M.Sc. 

degree in Science, and Purnima Sengupta, the first woman to 

obtain a Ph.D. Physics, both belonged to our department. 

Teaching 

Thanks to the illustrious faculty, the department has imparted 

high quality masters level training to students since its 

inception. For a long time, Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics 

(SINP) shared the same campus with the Department, and 

scientists from SINP regularly taught courses. The 

Department teaches only at the M.Sc. level and follows a four-

semester system over two years. The syllabus is regularly 

revised to include the latest developments, and the last update 

was in 2018. The intake is 75 students per year. Apart from 

that, several undergraduate colleges in Kolkata also teach 

masters level Physics following the CU curriculum. On an 

average, 65-70 % of the students graduate, 15 students qualify 

for CSIR JRF, and many more qualify for graduate schools in 

leading Indian institutes as well as abroad.  

Apart from the core topics, we offer advanced-level optional 

courses on Particle Physics, Nuclear Physics, Statistical 

Physics, Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science, 

Laser Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology, Nonlinear 

Dynamics, and many more. 
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Research 

We have five research groups that work at an internationally 

competitive level, publishing regularly in top quality journals. 

These groups are: (i) Statistical Physics and Related 

Phenomena, (ii) Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Astrophysics, 

(iii) High Energy Physics, (iv) Theoretical and Experimental 

Condensed Matter Physics, including Materials Science, and 

(v) Laser Physics. At present, we have 17 faculty members 

and one emeritus professor.  

The Department is a member of the Indian National Gamma 

Array (INGA), India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO), and 

the international Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) 

collaboration (at the FAIR experiment, Darmstadt, Germany).  

Apart from individual research projects running into several 

million INR, the Department had three-phase DSA            

(1987-2003), COSIST (1993-1998), FIST level-I (2003-08, 

2009-14), and a UGC-DRS (2009-2014 and 2015-2020) on 

theoretical physics. Besides, our faculty and students regularly 

use national accelerator facilities at Indore, New Delhi, 

Mumbai and Kolkata as well as facilities in Japan, Italy and 

United Kingdom. A number of them are associates of national 

and international institutes. 

We welcome motivated students for our graduate program. 

The number of full-time research scholars has gradually 

increased and now stand close to 40. Apart from them, we also 

have five postdoctoral fellows. We have a steady record of 

about 50 top-level international journal publications per year. 

 

Laser spectroscopy setup (top) and low temperature transport 

property measurement setup (bottom) 

The department hosts several experimental facilities, 

including a planetary ball mill grinder for synthesizing 

nanomaterials, an ultra-high vacuum coating unit for thin 

films, a photoluminescence setup for defect studies, facility 

for studying transport properties of materials in the range 10-

300 K, X-ray diffractometer and others materials charac-

terization tools. We have a well-equipped laser spectroscopy 

laboratory for studying laser cooling, electromagnetically 

induced transparency and absorption (EIA and EIT). We also 

have close collaboration with the Centre for Nanoscience and 

Nanotechnology of the University as well as many research 

institutes in the country and abroad. 

Major thrust areas 

Condensed Matter Physics: Study of ZnO-based 

nanostructures and dilute magnetic semiconductors, studies on 

colossal magneto-resistive nanocomposites, defect studies in 

Bi2O3, ZnO and other nanomaterials, synthesis and 

characterization of nanostructured materials. 

Laser Physics: Study of laser cooling of atoms, near infrared 

spectroscopy of atmospheric molecules, non-linear 

spectroscopy of atoms. 

Nuclear Physics: Experimental gamma-ray spectroscopy, 

nuclear structure theory, mean field theory, resonance and 

bound states of halo nuclei. 

Nuclear Astrophysics: Physics of neutron stars and other 

compact objects, study of phase transitions. 

High Energy Physics: Neutrino physics, supersymmetry, B 

physics, collider physics, physics of extra dimensions, formal 

field theory. 

Statistical Physics: Phase transition and critical phenomena in 

classical and quantum models, dynamical properties of Ising-

like systems, study of small-world property and other features 

in real and model networks, statistical mechanics of frustrated 

systems, liquid crystals. 

Alumni achievements 

It is impossible to have even a cursory list of our well-

established alumni. They can be found among the faculty 

members of all top-level Indian research institutes and IITs, 

and also in a number of places abroad.  Our alumni have gone 

on to serve as Directors of national institutes and Vice 

Chancellors of universities, and also served at high positions 

in the general administration of the country. 
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